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Take on the toughest drilling applications with a Star
Industries Heavy Duty Auger. Just like our rugged
Description
planetary
drive units, these augers are constructed
from heavy duty, high-grade materials giving them the
strength to handle any drilling job (even solid rock).

Ideal for all types of dirt,
concrete and even solid rock
Three different auger types
for Bullets
all drilling applications
Extra heavy-duty components that outperform all other augers in their class
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PRODUCT OPTIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
SINGLE FLIGHT HEAVY DUTY AUGER
Model 160A-HDSF
Our single flight augers are ideal for most soil types: black dirt or sandy
soil, highly compacted soils, heavy clay, asphalt, frozen ground, and
fractured rock. This auger features a rugged cast boring head for
longer life and durability and uses "Drive-In" style teeth.
The new "Single Flight" design digs faster, carries more dirt out of the hole,
and leaves the hole cleaner & straighter. A new-patented coupler adds
even greater strength to the drill stem. Available in 6" - 36" diameters.

ROCK AUGER

8" and larger

4.5" and 6"

Model 160A-R
Our most rugged auger for your most difficult drilling conditions. These
augers are designed for solid rock, concrete, fractured rock, frozen ground
and compacted soils. Larger 8" to 36" dia. augers feature a bolt in 1¾" shaft
pilot, reinforced ¾" bottom flight boring head with Rockwell 65 hard facing,
replaceable carbide bullet teeth and double flighting on 3½" high strength tube.
Smaller 6" dia. augers feature a welded pilot, replaceable carbide bullet teeth
and double flighting on 3½" high strength tube. Available in 6" - 36" diameter.

T-POST AUGER
Model 160A-TP2
This auger is for drilling “T-Post” holes
in dirt, clay, compacted soils, frozen
ground, fractured rock, solid rock and
concrete. Features 2" dia. replaceable
carbide pilot and 1⅝" by 38" OAL solid
stress proof shaft. Drilling depth - 30".

HEAVY DUTY SHAFT
EXTENSIONS
Model 160A-E
Our Heavy Duty 2" hex coupler
shaft extensions are available
in the following lengths:
24", 36”, 48”, 60” and 72”.
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